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While leveraging a multitude of suppliers or vendors is critical to ensuring your
teams have the materials they need, working with suppliers or vendors introduces
several sources of risk, like legal, quality, cost, or delivery challenges. These risks
only increase as your vendor fleet grows, leaving the success of your organization
dependent on your ability solve for said challenges at scale.

Join us for a live webinar tackling just that: how to reduce risks associated with
managing suppliers and vendors. Quick Base’s Senior Solutions Consultant,  Rob
Spence, and Demand Generation Manager, Micha Hardie will walk through how
organizations are using low code to:

Create a single source of truth for supplier information (contacts, locations,
pricing, contracts, etc.)
Control procurement budget and identify opportunities to reduce costs
Ensuring vendor compliance with negotiated terms

… helping them to spot and reduce risks in their supply chain.

Register now to learn how you can optimize supplier management and eliminate
these common pitfalls.
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details on how your information will be used by them.

Speakers  

Rob Spence, Senior Solutions Consultant, Quick Base

Rob has spent the last 2.5 years working with Quick Base customers to see the many
ways Quick Base can help their organization. In his current role he is focused on
taking each customer’s needs and translating them into a customized demonstration
of what Quick Base can help them solve.

Micha Hardie, Demand Generation Manager, Quick Base

Micha Hardie is a Demand Generation Manager at Quick Base. She joined in July
2019 to lead demand generation efforts for industrial and operations groups.


